
AP CHIMNEY SWEEPER ESSAY

The re-write of a timed-write assignment for AP Lit 12th grade, analyzing the two poems by William Blake both called
The Chimney Sweeper. In the two poems both named the chimney sweeper by William Blake, Blake expresses his
stand on the unjust inflicted upon the young children in.

Blake expresses his poem in first person, as a young chimney sweeper The clouds and wind symbolize their
sad freedom, because the only way they obtained it was by dying. But I think the second Poem is more than
just the experience he has in heaven. Imagery is displayed in the poem as the black amongst all the pure white
snow. The Difference in these poems are from when the boy was only dreaming about being in heaven and
him actually being in heaven. Children your age have had to do much more strenuous chores, especially back
in the late 18th century. And so Tom awoke and we rose in the dark And got with our bags and our brushes to
work. In the 18th century, England was plagued by the gruesome repercussions of the industrial revolution.
These children were exploited and lived a meager existence that was socially acceptable at the time. He was
sold into the chimney sweep profession by his father and began the arduous work before he could even speak
clearly. Only the difference lies in the sarcasm or irony being harsher in the second poem because of the
already stated hypocrisy and the possibility that the hopeful tone in the first poem can be intended to be true.
While this is similar to the use of dialogue in the other version of the poem, the purpose of the dialogue
changes as the speaker frames the answer which parallels the rhyming scheme change in the. One was written
in , and one was written in  The two poems discuss the cruel system that forces children to suffer by sweeping
chimneys. Blake wrote these poems during the Romantic Period, which influenced the themes in his work like
religion, poverty in London and child labor, which were all prevalent matters at the time. Blake would express
the way he saw society through his poetry and some of these poems can be spot on if you really start to
analysis and look at society compared to the poems. Related Interests. The second poem shows the effect
chimney sweeping has on the child because it has given him more hardship than the adult speaker or his
parents can handle. For example, as described above, he comforts his friend who is sad because he had to
shave his head by saying that the soot will no longer build up in it. Blake was very critical towards the Church
despite being a firm believer of God. With his mother diseased, his father sells him to what I believe to be a
chimney sweep business. Both poems examine the duties that children have to society as a whole. The
Chimney Sweeper A little black thing among the snow: Crying weep, weep, in notes of woe! Noticeable also
is the use of polysynedon mostly throughout the more positive parts of the poem. In the final stanza of the first
poem it is clear that the children dont see their own victimization in the labor they perform. And just like the
first poem it mentions the good attitude and natural ability of children to have fun in the worst of times. The
child's response serves to educate the adult on his unfortunate situation. Hypocritical, because they dont lay
the blame by themselves or anyone for that matter even though they are the cause of the childrens misery.
Both poems use some version of dialogue. Thomas was deep in his thoughts when a fan tapped him on the
cheek Blake explores authority in a variety of different ways particularly through religion, education and God.
The poem also has similar diction but with the use of the diction creates a cynical, critical tone. Child Labor
was popular because the children were cheap to hire and they typically had the hard jobs that no one else
wanted to do The last sentence explains the tasks you must complete. The audience, however, completely
understands that his father has sold him into slavery to toil at a job that will cause him great suffering and an
early death. Lastly, William Blake as well as the narrator, the child, expresses a lot of anger in this second
poem.


